Regional Sponsor

Purpose

The AYSO volunteer position of regional sponsor is intended to financially assist the region in providing soccer opportunities to youth in the community.

Specific Duties and Responsibilities

The regional sponsor is expected to:

1. Provide non-refundable fee to help support the regional operations, scholarships, field maintenance, etc.;
2. Be a universal support resource for the region, and therefore, not a sponsor of a specifically designated team; and
3. Have the sponsor’s name on the regional sponsor banner display, if they should so choose.

Qualifications and Desired Skills

To be considered for a regional sponsor, the applicant should:

1. Promote positive child development;
2. Believe in AYSO’s mission statement. And
3. Successfully pass a screening, including a background check.

Time Commitment

The anticipated time commitment for a regional sponsor is a full year or a season.
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Orientation, Training, Certification, and Continued Education Provided

For a regional sponsor, AYSO will offer the following educational opportunities.
1. Orientation by the regional commissioner; and

2. Sponsor workshop at the annual Section Conferences.

**Activity Locations**

The regional sponsor or any representative of the regional sponsor is limited to the following locations, unless expressly authorized in writing by the regional commissioner to hold activities in another location.

1. Regional board meetings;

2. The annual Section Conferences; and

3. Assigned field locations.